IN RESPONSE TO OUR EXPANSION NEEDS we are looking for
talented software engineers who finished successfully their studies and
would like to pursue a career in Software Engineering

JUNIOR JAVA / .NET SOFTWARE
ENGINEER
YOUR MISSION As a Software Engineer you will be part of a team
with other skilled developers and
› Participate in the development of software applications for our
customers, supported by state-of-the-art methods and technologies
› Have opportunities to be involved in the technical aspects of complete
Agile-IT software development life-cycle, from preparation and
elaboration to construction and transition

WE OFFER
Established in Vietnam since 1998 we deliver:
› professional working environments with young and motivated teams
› projects using state-of-the-art technologies and Agile methodologies
› CMMI ML 3 since 2007
› extensive coaching and training
› flat hierarchies and cross-divisional collaboration
› attractive remuneration package
› comfortable workplace
› travel opportunities

YOUR PROFILE Qualified candidates have:
› Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science and maybe already have a first
work experience in software development for the Java or .NET platform
› Very strong interest in software design, programming and testing
› Technically confidence, flexibility and a strong team spirit
› Good reading skills in English (required)
If you are open, a team player and motivated to develop your skills further
“on the job“, ELCA is the place for you.

ABOUT ELCA
ELCA is one of Switzerland’s biggest
Information Technology companies. Since the
company was founded in 1968, we have
offered our customers a single source for the
complete spectrum of IT services including
consulting, development and operations. Our
team of over 600 specialists advises
companies on the best use of modern
information technologies, develops and
implements efficient and stable solutions and
applies our know-how to ensure excellence in
use.

INQUIRIES contact Ms. Quynh Anh, HR.
Please send your complete application in
English (photo, CV, letter of motivation,
scoreboard, diplomas and certificates) by
email to: hr@elca.vn
ELCA Vietnam
84-8 3899 4740
www.elca.vn

